Filling up Gudauri Reservoir with Water has began for the creation of the artificial snow

Water supply company is performing infrastructural works for Gudauri artificial snow, where a new reservoir is being filled with water at the moment. Deputy Minister of Infrastructure Ilia Begiashvili inspected the completed and ongoing works together with the Governor of the region, heads of water supply and mountain resort development companies. According to the water supply company, an artificial lake has already been built within the framework of the project, and the ongoing works envisage the arrangement of a reservoir, a pumping station and a main pipeline for this lake.

A project for arranging a lake for artificial calculation of Gudauri is underway, but it does not include only the lake. In total, it includes two stages - one stage started in 2019, the cost of which was about 11 million GEL. It was creation the infrastructure of the lake according to the appropriate technology used in winter resorts. The capacity of the artificial reservoir is 96,000 tons. Nowadays, the second phase, cost GEL 2,600,000 million, is ongoing and will be completed by the winter season. The works include the arrangement of an appropriate pumping station and infrastructure, which will be further developed in a complex way. “We hope that the project will be completed on time and we will ensure the full functioning of the Gudauri artificial calculation system. Consequently, tourists and vacationers will no longer have the discomfort caused by low precipitation” - said the deputy minister.

6 villages in Lentekhi suffered as a result of a natural disaster

Villagers Confront natural disaster in Svaneti, Georgia. Heavy rain and a hail damaged 6 villages in Lentekhi municipality. The roads are temporarily closed, electricity distribution system is damaged and local people’s crop fields are flooded.

Local government representatives visited villages to assess the damage, to mitigate the disaster results and help the locals to cope with the situation.

Source: https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/611124-lentexis-municipalitetshi-stikiam-6-sopeli-daazarala
Some Tbilisi residents will receive water with schedule

Georgian Water and Power, a company which distributes water in the capital of Georgia - Tbilisi, announced today that some streets of Tbilisi would receive water with some schedule.

Scheduled areas include 20 streets. The water will stop at different times, starting from 11:45 and will resume by 18:00 maximum at every place.

See details:
https://www.gwp.ge/ka/gadaudebeli/4161-tbilisis-zogiert-quchas-tskhalomarageba-sheezghudeba
The prime minister visited disaster place rehabilitation works in the village of Ghari

Prime minister of Georgia, Giorgi Gakharia and minister of Regional Development and Infrastructure, Maia Tskitishvili, visited a disaster place and observed the the post-disaster rehabilitation and recovery process.

As „InterPressNews“ was informed from the government administration, the Rioni river burst the bridge in the village of Ghari of Oni municipality and also damaged the central municipal water pipes. As a response to it, Oni municipality got an alternative water pipes for the given moment.

Now the river bank is being cleaned, after which the central pipe system will be restored.
Meanwhile, as some remote villages do not get water from pipes at all, government provided drinking water for them.

Source:
Lagodekhi residents demand clean water and want old water meters to be taken down

Lagodekhi residents of Georgia demanded halving water tariff, taking down old meters and a clean water supply system.

In a demonstration of about 200 people, which was lead by an initiative group, said they pay water usage tariff according to the water meter data. One family has to pay about GEL 150-300 a month after metering.

One of the demonstrators said his/her meter accounted GEL 750 to pay during one month.

Demonstrators demanded water tariff return to the old system – fixed payment amounts per person in the family. Besides that, they complained about the water quality: they said during rainy days water was grey and unsuitable for drinking.

Demonstrators agreed that if their demands are not satisfied, they won’t pay according to the existing tariff system and will continue demonstrations as a sign of a protest.

Water meter installation was part of the complete rehabilitation of the water supply system in Lagodekhi, Kakheti region. The cost of the project accounted for more than 13 million GEL.

Source: https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/30761209.html?fbclid=IwAR2fmf3pOAhCuR97g4uNxtBoy3SAupowYS1-ypWez8yOj_i9xyS4ImEj6_o